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WHERE TO GO FOR
INFORMATION ON SMOKING AND HEALTH

Your school, or loc'al public library may have the series of reports on.the
health consequences of smoking beginning with the report entitled
"Report of the Advisory Committee to the Surgeon General of the Pub-
Ho Health Service" published in 1964. Subsequent reports were pub-

' lished, in 1967, 1968, 1969, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, end 1975. The
, - most recent of these reports are also available from.the Government

Printing Office, Washington, D,C. 20402.

The following agencies have material on smoking

Local InteragenCy Council on Smoking and Health
Local Health Departniebt .

Local branch of American Cancer Society
Local branch of American Heart Association
Local branch of National-Tuberculosis Association
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INTRODUCTION,

z

Ever since the Surgeon General's Report on Smoking And
Health was released to the public January 11, 1964,
schools throughout the couttry have stepped up their
health education .progr,ams in thiA area. Youngsters, as
well as,parents and teachers, have shown an increasingl
interest in the smoking problem, and in many instanced
have developed their own anti-smoking programs, alid
activities.

In response to the many requpts from students for help
in preparing smoking demonstrations and exhibits the
following material has been compiled from various

'teachers' guides. It is divided into three sections. Part I
illustrates a number of experiments, most of which
require some kind of laboratory, equipment. Students
should, of course, consult with their science teacher or
'advisor before attempting the more complicated demon-
strations.

.

( Part II includes a. number of demonstrations which can
be performed by one or two persons. Part III contains

).
suggestions for exhibits.
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PART I: EXPERIMENTS

{ 0

A. SMOKING MACHINES

, ,

\,

Various tyPes'of smoking machines can be devised which are eff tive
demonstrating a numberof important points about cigarette mok-

ing. The amount of tar in one or more cigarettes can be sh 4 wn.by
colfecling tar on cotton pellets or filter paper, placed in the't sing of
the machine. Tar can also be observed as a residue on the t mg and
containers and as a discoloration of water thrOugh 'which'cigarette
smoke haA been filtered. This discolges_wl Ater can be com red with
fresh, clear water and it' can be smelled and tasted to' onstrate
what goes into the human lungs when a person smokes.

-
The.varying amounts of tar in different 1rands and tipes f cigarettes
can be compared by "smoking" filtered and unfiltered ci arettes and
colledting the residue. To make a fair test, be sure t smoke each
cigarette to the same,Jengih.as measured from the un tered end.

By -using an empty flask instead of .one filled with w er to collect
smoke, it is possible to demonstrate hoty:long the smo e remains in
the lungs and 'how offensive an odor it creates. Colle ions can also
be used to demoKistrate effects on living things as descr ed in P'art B.

'1
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EXPERIMENT41-A

o.

t

'Equipment:
plastic soap container, or
other empty plastic container,
transparent it possible..

ball Dint pen barrel or
other tubing approximately,
size oK.a cigarette.

cotton

cigarettes

Procedure:
,Rinse the container thoroughly.

Make an opening in the cap of the container to' fit the tubing
into the cap.

Place the tubing :in the opening and seal tight with cement or
clay if needed. `

Iiisert loosely packedcotton ball into tubing."

Insert cigar'ette into pen end of tubin).

Press.firmly on the plastic container to force air out before light-
ing the cigarette, then pirceed with slow and regular pumping
action.

Withdraw cotton from tubing to show accumulation df tar.

Vass container around for individuals to smell and to _observe
that smoke continues to ,be expelled for a period of time.8

,
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EXPERIMENT #2-A

%

A

t
Equipnient:,

'Large gallon jar wieh a two-hole stopper

4,

(
Cigarettes,

_Delivery tubes (glass)

Cigarette holder

VacuunA-ptimp
I

Procedure:
.*

Assemble cigarette tar separating apparatus as shown in,Iliagram.

Fill the gallon jar half full with water.

Place cigarette in intake and light.

Pump vacuum pump so as to draw smoke from cigarette into
gallon jar ard water.

Pump until cigarette is burned completely. Replace with addi-
tional cigarettes until tars can be seen in wateK.

Examine color 'of water, smell,,and taste the liquid.5 .

3



EXPERIMENT #3-A

Equipment:
Small jar with a two-hole stopper

Largevallon jar'with a two-hole stopper
4 Ne

Bucket or pan .

Several cigarettes

Delivery tubes (glass)

Cigarette holder,

Procedure:
Assemble the cigarette tar separating apparatus as shown in the
diagrAM.

Fill.the small jar half-full of water.

Fill the large jar to the top with water.

Place a cigarette in the intake and light it.

Start the flow of water from the large jar into the bucket by
sucking the water in the outlet tube to start the water siphoning
out of the large 'jar. This will create a suction in the jars and

_ cause the cigarette to burn. The tars will collect in the water in
the small jar.

Allow the cigarette to burn completely. Add more water to the
largejar if necessary to maintain suction.9 *

* Copyrighted by fiolt, Rinehart, and Winston, Further "reproduction pro-
hibited without permission of copyright holder.
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EXPERIMENT #4-A

PINCH

112-HOLD RIB-ERCLAMP STOPPE

Equipment::

Flask

a.

Two-holed stopper

Glass tubing.

Rubber Wiping

Pinch clamp

Cigarette

Stand .

Alr
Procedure: 14

Fill flask approximately three-fourths full of water. Close. the
flask witlf-a two -holed stopper fitted with glass tubes. Invert the
flask holding finger over end of tube until inversion is complete.

I

Fit a cigarette into one, end of a Piece of rubber tubing- and con-
nect the other end to glass tube as shown.

Start the siphon and light the cigarette: The pinch clamp May
be used to open or close the siphon at regular.,intervals to ptimu-
late puffing on the,cigarett.e.

Observe the denge smoke which 'collects above the surface of the
water. Shake the inverted flask to wash the smoke with the
water. Note the color that appears. Empty the flask and note
the residue on the inkid.e walls of the flask.3

1
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EXPERIMENT #5-A

4 .

'... .

v.

FLASHLIGHT .
.

BUCHNER'
F I LTER
FUNICI EL

FILTER
FLASK

....,Equipment:
1 Buchner filter funnel

1 filter flask

Glass tubing

- Plastic cover

.
, . Filter paper

Flatlight
f

\.
Cigarette

e

....,

. - o

r

. .

CIGARETTE.

PLASTIC .

,cOVER

C

e

-.4k .

Procedure:
Set up filter apparatus as shown.

6

Moisten filter paper and place in funnel.. -

. r.

Grease may be used to seal the lid or cover on the funnel. Glass
tubing is slipped through small hole in plastic cover. ..' .

art cigatette smoking with vacuum source.
,

'
..c

.
, Note tar residue on filter paper. Obserde the smoke 'particlesII

which pass through the filter paper by directing flashlight on the
contents of the filter flask.' .

, .

,

..---- -----..--... -A
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.1 EXPERIMENT

1

Equipmept:
Ringstand and clamp

Pinch clamps

, Two one-gallon jars

Long, narrow flask or bottle,

`rwo-holed r bl?er topp

Six feet of gl dsqubing

Four to fi

Rubber tlibing

Cigarettes

-Cotton pellets

'

fit jars and flask

of clea,r pla tic tubing

Procedure: .
:

, Place the, cotton pellets in a piece of glass tubing so they are not
touching each other. Set up equipment as showp..,/

. 2 7
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Suction is created by the gravity flow of water froth the fulrjar
the empty one. When all of the water has escaped from the

upperar, it js replaced by the one which is now lull.

Place a cigarette in the rubber tube at .end of .line issuing froin
the small flask. s.

Remove_ pinch clamps ) and (2) Sand lii ht the cigarette. The
Minch 4lamp (1) should e released and Ightened periodically to
simulate a smoker drawing on a cigarette. The smoke will bubble

4 '''
throuz li the water in the small flask. 4

r
. ----

As theictgarettcare smoked, far will collect on the 'cotton pellets.
Aniempty flasli can be substituted for the small water-filled flask.,,

to oliect gmoke;. .-............
k

Substitute about 3-4 feet of clear plastic tubing for collection jars
to demonstrate the accumulation of tar deposit on the air passages
of the human smoker:I

1



B. EXPERIMENTS TO SHOW EFFECTS OF SMOKE
ON LIVING THINGS . 41

There are at least 500 chemicals or compounds in the cigarette smoke.
Not all have been identified, but some have been proved capable of
producing cancer 'and others are poisonous if taken in concentrated
doses. The known chemical agents in smoke include lead, arsenic,
cyanide, nicotine, forMaldehyde,..and carbon monoxide. The.following.
experiments will show the effects of these eleents of cigarette smoke
on living things. No experiment on living animals should be under:
taken unless h qualified adult supervisor assumes direct responsibility
for the purposes and conditions of the experiment. The Comfort of
the animal used in any study should be of prime concern to the student'
investigator,

Simple Experimerits:

1. -Using a cotton pellet which has been saturated with tars?from,
the smokini machine, wipe the stems of several giowing
plants. eep some plants as controls. to observe the differ;
enc

2. Wipe a cotton pellet which has been saturated with tobacc9
tars on the tongue of alive frog and note temporary collapse.1.2

3, Place a small fish in water flask of: king machine and note
how the nicotine poisoning causes the Oh to Al to one side.
As -soon as this happens, place fish in freshly aerated water
to revive. Substitute tadpoles for fish and observe the results.
(See 'illustration on next page.) 1'2'3'4'8

4. Place a drop ofmlution containing paramecia on a microscope,
slide. With the tow power of a microscope, observe the move-
ment of these one-celled organisms. Below 'smoke from collec-
tion flask on the /3'eparation and note the effs on the

4- paramecia.

5. Make a nicotine insecticide by soaking cotton pellets from
smoking machine or cigarette tobacco in water. Test and use
as spray on insects.

9



ADVANCED EXPERIMNT #1-B
LOOSE PELLETS F:1

OF ABSORBENT

COTTON

TOBACCO

MIS.

PIPE BOWL

,GOLDFISH
0

-wAtEr rAk

TO ASPIRATOR,
OR HAND VACUUM PUMP

Fig 2

SIMPLE ASPIRATOR

ANIMAL IL00D
AND

SODIUM
OXALATE

SO TILE A

Advanced Experiments:

Purpose
This experiment is to test the effects of carbon monoxide in
tobacco smoke on animal blood. (The blood can be obtained in a
butcher shop. Keep the _blood from coag sting by adding one
part of sodium oxalate solUtion to 9 arts of blood, Place in
bottle.)

Equipment:
Smoking machine, as shown

BOTTLE B BOTTLE C

1...N.
RUSSEL
HOSE

/4.
T

INTAKE

CONNECT

AIR

TO

SOT LE C
(of F.9 I)

WATER

14in' OUTLET

Cotton pellets

( Alma] blood

Cigarettes or tobacco and pip/
Sodium oxalate solution

Gold fish or frogs

Yeast

Procedureit
Smoke a cigarette or tobacco in manner described for machines
in Section A. Smoke coming through the tube from bottle A to
bottle B will cause the blood to turn a deeper red as the hetno-
globin takes on carbon monoxide. As a result carboxy-hemoglobin
is formed. This is What happens in carbon monoxide poisoning.
The hemoglobin lOses its ability to release oxygen.

Add a fresh yeast culture to the blood. Also add a yeast culture
to a control batch of blood. In the control, yeast enzymes cause
the hemoglobin to release.oxygea which comes Off as bubbles In
a foam at the surface. In the experimental bottle, this oxygen
release is impaired.

(Bottle C is simply a trap, to keep blood from frothing into the
pump or aspirator.) 2 \

411
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Purpose:
To observe the biological effects of cigarette tars on white mice. ...\

ADVANCED EXPERIMENT :#2-B

CIGARETTE HOLDERw

TO VACUUM
t

CIGARETTE

*.,, ,
RUBBER STOPPER

GLASS TUBING

BEAKER

-41--- GLASS WOOL

;

Equipment :3

6-10 white mice

Aspirator pr water pump

Flask, beaker, or bottle

Acetone 4/
Electric Clippers/ Eye dropper

Rubber tubing

Stopper with glass tubing holes

Glass tubing
A

Glass wool

1-'Cigarettes

t

rc

Procedure:. .. . . .

Hook a vacuum line (from an aspirator or water pump) .to a
burning cigarette in such a manner that the cigarette is consumed

1G

,t
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in about 4-6Iningtes, In the line a trap containing glass wool
moistened with acetone should be attached. This will collect most
of the tobacco tare. The distillation Of the tar can be facilitated
by placing the- batle in an ice water bath during the course of
the experiment,

After the cigarettgs (about 40 per day) have been smoked, the
tar can be removed with ,additional acetoneusing as little as
possible to dissolve the tar.-, This solution should be allowed to
stand for several hours in a fume hood to concentrate the tar. A
vacuum distillation ruethodin a warm water bath without flame
is effective. Y

The backs of mice should be trimmed with electric clippers tql%
remove heavy hair growth:- The tars from about three cigarettes
can be applied by eye dropper' twice daily to the clipped area, five
days a Week.

.Turnors can,be expected to appear in pout 40 perceht of the mice
in 6 to .9 months. These will be both benign and: malignant
tumors.*

#3B Effect of smoke on respiratory tract.
Put a salamander to sleep by soaking him in a solution of satu-
rated chloretone diluted by,adding nine, parts of water, or in one
percent aqueous solution of Tricaine Methanesulphonate. As soon
as it is asleep, cut off the head, "open the chest, and abdominal
cavity, slit the lung longitudinally and snip it off. Seep the speci-
ment wet with Ringer's solution. Examine the lung surface under.
the microscope to study the cilia beating. Blow a little smoke-
from collection flask-over the tissue and observe the effect it has
on the cilia.'

J

.40B Effect of smoke on circulatory system.
Pith a frog and place on its back on a frog board. Spread and pin
the web of a foot over an opening in the board and examine the
blood vessels under a microscope, low power. Keep the specimen
moist with Ringer's solution. Place a tube frOm the smoke bottle
in the frog's mouth and blow smoke in while someone is watching
the rate of blood flow. If it is possible to count the blood cells
going past a given point, you may notice several rate changes;
faster, then back to normal and maybe faster again and back to
normal a second time.'

t
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EXPERIMENT #1-C

PINCH
CLAMP

I-

C. EXPERIMENTS TO S OW EFFECT OF SMOKING
ON THE LUNGS

tquipment:

(

ASPIRATOR s,
.OR HAND

VACUUM
PUMP

Flask

Large jar

Two-holed stoppers.

Glass tubing

Rubber tubing

Y-tube- .
Pi ch clam .
Cotton pellets or strands of glass wool

Cigarettes

o

Procedure: .
' This js A smoking machine similat to those described in part A

with the 'exception that a Y-tube Is usd to collect the tar
deposits. _

, ,, ,

4,
/

Insert small pellets of \cotton or strands of glass wool in t e
. straight section of glas--tiubing between cigarette and Y-tu

Also place loose pellets Of cotton or xlass wool at all points o
.4;%

4

Observe if more tar precipitates at the 'Y- shaped bifurcation.
Compare the Y-shaped bifurcation with the structure of the
bronchial tree in the lungs of humans. ,(Note: There is a more
frequent occurrence of lesions- at the bifurcations than elsewhere
in the bronchial epithelium of heavy 9igirefte smokers.)3.5

13



EXPERIMENT #2-C

',......

Equipment:
Bell jar

Forked glass tubing

One-holed rubber
stopper

Rubber sheet or
membrane

Balloons similar in
size and elasticity

Proceduke: .

Blow up one balloon. and all w it to remain inflated fora day or
two. When ready for demonstration deflate the balloon'and note

b.that it remains enlarged and stretched.

Insert an unused balloon into the used one and note the space
or air pocket surrounding the new balloon.

\ .Attach a new single balloon to one of the ends of the forked glass
tube and the double balloon to the end of the other tube. Fasten
a rubber shevt or membrane across the bottom of the bell jar to
simulate theOiaphragm.

#
.

Pull down on the center of the rubber membrane and observe the
balloons fill with air. Note the effect of the double balloon on
amount of expansion which takes place: Push the rubber mem-
brane back up into the jar a short way to simulate exhaling.
Note the difference in the deflation of the "lungs."

14

x

SINGLE
BALLOON

AIR TUBE

. I
1-HOLED
RUBBER

-0- STOPPER

DOUBLE
BALLOON

RUBBER MEMBRANE

The action of filling and emptying the ball'alsns may be compared
to respiration ; if both lungs are functioning properly they inflate
and deflate properly. But if the alveoli of the lungs have been
stretched too thin, as in emphysema, air pockets form. in the lung
tissue. The contractile power of the lungs is destroyed.38

. ,
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. °PART II: DEMONSTRATIONS

%
V.,

e tollowingslemonstrations can be performed by one .or two persons
a d requirgo laboratory, equipment. They are useful in.!llustrating
some of the facts that are known about the effect of cigarette smoking
on the body:

A. To demonstrate the tars that are inhaled into the mouth and
lungs of a cigarette, smoker. Of particular interest will be the
difference in the amounts tar in the inhaled smoke and in that
which is exhaled.

Equipment:
1 whitA handkerchief

1' smoker

Procedure:
Have the smoker inhale from a lighted cigarette, making every
attempt to hold the smoke in his mouth without allowing it to
go into the lungs. As rapidly as possible, after inhaling from the
cigarette, place a handkerchief over the mouth stretched as firmly
as possible and blow the smoke back through the handkerchief.
You,will note that this will cause quite a dark stain.

Now have the smoker inhale once more from the cigarette only
this time allowing the smoke to go well into the lungs. Now, again,
place a different area of the handkerchief firmly over the mouth
and exhale back through the handkerchief. It will be noted that
the second stain is much lighten than the first staim,Theoretically,
the difference between the two stains represents th amount of, /''
tar that remains in the lungs with eac puff of the, cigarette.4.7.8-5

2 0
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DEMONSTRATION #1

1

B. To demonstrate the effect of smoking on the heart and circulatory
system.

E4ipment:
Wriit watch

Smoker

Cigarettes

Procedue:
It is recommended that students do this experiment on their
parents-at home and record their findings. Tfie arterial pulse,

16, , -
4 I_
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. taken at the wrist, is an accurate indication of the heart rate.
, - One can take the pulselof his patient by placing two middle fingers,

of the right/hand on the thumb side of the wiist 15f the patient...
. k

The patient's pulse Should be talcen two or three times to estab-
lish a base line accuracy. In"eacii itenee record your pulse rate

. as the number of pialsations felt per minute. i.,.
V

Have your patient light a cigarette, then take theliulse as he has,

concluded the 3rd or 4th puff. 'Whelk the cigarette is finished,
take the pulse every, fifteen minutes until the pulse rate returns
to normal.

1

Chart your findings on a graph and' determine how many ilea
beats el pack 'of cigarettes causes the patient. Since with each
beat e heart pumps approximately 70cc of blood, calculate the'_
extra .volume of blood that is pumped by the heart induced .by
gmokingfne package of cigarettes.4.7A8

,

#24he slowing down of blood circulation can be tested with a clinia
cal thermometer. Have the non-smoker, or someone who has /lot
smoked for several fours, hold the thermometpr. Then Ilays,Aa,
smoker hold the thermometer. Smokers' show a drop'of abmit
6 degrees or more, even when using alter cigar4ttes.8

#3. Small blood vessels in the toes and` fingers are constricted by t16.
action of tobacco. Demonstrate the effect of constriction on the
flow of water through rubber tubing. Simply compress the tubing
with your hand or squeeze it together with the fingers .6

4 %'

C. To demonstrate what happens to lungs of emphysema patient.
1

Hold a lighted match approximately -6 inches from open month. ,
Without pursing the lips blow out the flame. An ,individual iwho
cannot do so shows signs of inability to expire air normally which
may bean indication of emphysema.' 8

D. 'D-)sdem nstrate numbing effect of tobaco on taste buds.
1

The en es of taste and smell are usually less sensitive in smokers,
due to the nunfbing effect of tobacco of sensory ertaings in the
nose and throat. This effect may be compared with 'effect of ex-41.

treme cold. Apply an ice cube to the tongup- of a volunteer and
det mine his ability to taste sweet, sour,1bitter and salty sub-
sta ces .6

1
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. PART III:. EXHIBITS

4.

Many students who make smoking Machines,. such as those described
in the first section of this publication, use them as part of a science
fair exhibit or project. This, however, presents only one aspect of the
smoking problem.

Very ctive exhibits can also be developed using the basic facts
about. moking and its. relationship to death and illness and the eco-
nomic problems it creates. Such miterial ean.be presented hs charts
or graphs or be carefully lettered on poster board. Various colored
papers, gummed letters and numbers can be purchased in art stores
to het() make the exhibit attractive..

Following are just'a few suggestions of the kind Of information that
might be included in a smoking exhibit. More ideas will come to miud
after the subject habeen studied and researched.

A. If you have used a sniok4ig machine or performed any of the ex-
. petjments the results of, our work can be shoWn.

1. Motrnt the cotton pellets that have been saturated with tar to
show how much accumulated with varying numbers and vari-
ous kinds of cigarettes smoked.

11... Display bottles of water. through, 'which,smoke has b9n
bubbled and compare with clear water.

.
li

-

.3. Mount before and after photographs of experiments with fish
or frogs.

4. Exhibit plants that have been treated with Nicotine And those
allowed,totrow normally.

18
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. 5. Chart data from experiments such as pulse rate before and
' 'after smoking, lung capacity test.

6. If a smoking machine is to be part of the exhibit, it might be ,

hooked up to a cutout model of a man with clear plastic tubing
representing his respiratory system. As'model "smokes", tar
accumulation will be demonstrated.

B.. Other information which might be presented with or without ex-
perimental devices :

1. Graphs or charts shoWing the rise in death rates from the
major diseases associated with smoking.

2. Graphs or charts comparing deaths from smoking - associated
diseases with those.not associated with smoking.

3. 'Graphs or charts comparing over-all death rates of smokers
and nonsmokers.

4. Illustration oPamount of siakness, and time lost from work
that results from smoking.

5. Locate diseases associated with smoking on outfine figure. of
human body.,

6: List othe ndesirable results of smoking.

7: Compute cost of smoking 1 or 2 packs a day or a week and
list what could be bougEwith the same` amount of money.

, -

8. Collect and mount newspaper articles about smoking.

9. List known components of tobacco smoke and pair with poison
labels from - common household products Containing these
chemicals.

19
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